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Reviewer's report:

General comments

Thank you authors for writing on an important area of Neonatal mortality and associated factors in the Specialized Neonatal Care Unit, Asmara Eritrea. The paper is well written but it needs some minor essential revisions.

Title and Abstract

The study design should be included in the title or methodology part of the abstract section. Better not to use abbreviations in the abstract section. In the conclusion part of the abstract section line 28 there is a phrase "Neonates are dying from preventable causes in poorly equipped care facilities", it is good to conclude on the burden of the death against the placed national and international standard or post 2015 trend. The objective of this study is not about poorly equipped care facilities.

Background

Line 19: Change "Unicef" to "UNICEF".

Line 63: Change "Even thought" to "Even though"

Methods

It is good to bring the Study design early in the method part before the Study population. Since it is a retrospective data review using data extraction sheet it is prone to bias, thus please include the how quality data is collected (validation of extraction form, training of data collectors, pre-testing of the form). As it is a record review and adequate sample is taken please include a sentence about why sample size is not determined.

Result

Considering a flow diagram may help the readers to understand easily. Good not to start sentences using numbers in the entire manuscript rather better to write the number out in words.
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Unable to assess

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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